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MCIEAST-MCB CAMP LEJEUNE FIELD EXERCISE REQUEST FOR ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT REVIEW
 MCIEAST-MCB CAMLEJ/G-F/EMD/5090.12/4               (11/22)              PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE                       AEM DESIGNER
Completed by EMD
SECTION 1:  GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS
1. Reference: MCIEAST-MCB CAMLEJO 5090.12_ (NEPA), BO 3570.1_ (Range SOP), Environmental Handbook for Trainers (Range Control). 
2. The unit is responsible for scheduling the training area, training facility or range via RFMSS and signing for it. 
3. Check to see if your exercise will involve any of the activities described in Section III. Due to the flow of processing all FEREIRs, ensure to accurately capture 
(YES or NO) all applicable activities mentioned in Section III. If you answer "YES" to any of the questions 1-4, your request will not be valid without a NEPA signature (depicted in Section V). If your only answer(s) pertains to questions 5-10 then your request only requires a signature from the Environmental Compliance Branch (ECB) (generally from the Military Liaison). 
4. You must submit your completed FEREIR form to EMD (Environmental Compliance Branch & National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) sections) via Lejeune_REIR@usmc.mil functional inbox. The requestor must additionally courtesy copy (cc) their MSC ECO for review and signature. Your completed forms are due no less than two weeks prior to your exercise to allow time for review and coordination. 
5. If you answer "NO" to ALL of the questions in Section III, then you must submit your completed FEREIR form for signature to your MSC ECO and additionally courtesy copy (cc) EMD via Lejeune_REIR@usmc.mil for tracking purposes. If you need bulk fuel for purposes other than a field exercise, contact EMD's Military Liaison at 910 451-9363 for an Incidental Fuel Request (IFR) form. 
6. QUESTIONS REGARDING THIS FORM OR OTHER GENERAL QUESTIONS CALL EMD (MILITARY LIAISON/ECB/NEPA): 451-9363/9454/4542 
7. QUESTIONS REGARDING RFMSS SCHEDULING CALL 910 451-3065 
8. QUESTIONS REGARDING RANGE CONTROL CALL 910 451-1236/1240/5803 
9. QUESTIONS REGARDING DRAWING BULK FUEL CALL 910 451-5186 
UNIT IDENTIFICATION & POINTS OF CONTACT
 RESPONSIBLE OFFICER/UNIT S-4/POC OF TRAINING: 
 UNIT ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE COORDINATOR (ECC): 
 SECTION II: GENERAL EXERCISE INFORMATION 
SECTION III: SPECIFIC EXERCISE INFORMATION 
*All questions answered "YES" require additional comments 
YES
NO
1. Will there be any cutting / clearing of vegetation (i.e. Trees, Shrubs, Topsoil with vegetation)? 
2. Will there be any digging or moving of earth for any purpose?  (ETA-2, GP-23, or digging in any weapon system in any GP's or MP's do not require a comment below) 
3.  Will this exercise occur in any of the following Training Areas (these areas have known registered cultural sites):   *ALZ-8, TLZ Kite, AA, BD, GG, GH, GI, HA, HC, HG, IB, ID, IF, JA, JC, KA, KB, LB, LC, MC 
4. Will this exercise occur in Training Area E and involve non-routine activities at/on Onslow Beach?  (Examples of  non-routine activities are: activities occurring on the beach for an extended duration (72hrs+) nighttime activities, larger  than a MEU training exercise, TWPS at the beach, refueling ops behind the dunes  - away from the beachfront, any activity  out of the ordinary.)
5. Will there be any handling of fuel on/or within 100 feet of water? 
6. Will there be any operating of water purification system(s)? (If yes, annotate what system(s) and if chemicals 
will be used)  
7. Will there be a Forward Arming and Refueling Point (FARP)? Refer to the current Range Control SOPs for approved locations.  
8. Will there be any storing of bulk fuel/POLs? (Bulk is > 55 Gal Capacity) (Annotate amount of fuel for duration of exercise)  
locations.  
9. Will there be any requirement to dispose of any cooking waste, grey/shower water or human waste on site?  (Type of waste and explain your disposal method: example-landfill trash trucks, contracted, tactical vehicles daily runs, etc):   
10. Will there be any requirement to conduct vehicle/equipment maintenance to support training goals?    
SECTION IV: UNIT RESPONSIBLE OFFICER & MSC ECO SIGNATURE:
As the Unit Responsible Officer / ECCfor our upcoming exercise, I will ensure that all pertinent personnel participating in the training is made aware of and complies with all below comments, conditions, and guidance annotated by Base EMD. I further understand that I am responsible for my unit's actions that may have a negative impact on the environment especially in regards to bulk containers and equipment that can have a spill.  Bulk containers are consider to have a 55 gallon or greater capacity. 
UNIT RESPONSIBLE OFFICER / ECC SIGNATURE:
MSC ECO SIGNATURE:
SECTION V:  EMD SIGNATURE(S) & ENVIRONMENTAL COMMENTS/CONDITIONS/GUIDANCE
ENSURE TO READ/UNDERSTAND/COMPLY with all conditions and guidance provided by EMD annotated below in the 
comments box. Compliance with these conditions is mandatory. EMD Military Liaison (or Compliance Personnel) will electronically forward a signed version of your FEREIR form to all pertinent agencies (ie Range Control, Fuel Farm, II MEF Fuels Officer, MSC, ECO, etc) including the Responsible Officer. 
NEPA SIGNATURE (IF REQUIRED):
MILITARY LIAISON/COMPLIANCE SIGNATURE:
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